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Virtual pedagogical agents, i.e. computer generated characters with pedagogical roles – instructors, coaches, learning companions, etc. – are entering the digital society [1]. Extensive research has been undertaken regarding movements, gesturing, speech, and communicative and pedagogical strategies, but there is a Carte blanche when it comes to their visuo-aesthetic appearance: body, face, gender, ethnicity, clothing, graphic style, iconicity, etc. [2].

Only recently, some studies of the effects of visual appearance of virtual agents on learners have been carried out [2,3,4]. A. Baylor has investigated the effects of stereotype busting by designing an engineering coach as an extrovert and markedly feminine woman [3]. Another study visualized an expert agent as belonging to an ethnic minority [4]. The results indicate that visual design of agents can affect students’ self-efficacy as well as their motivation to pursue studies in a field.

Computer games and educational multimedia are related, as evidenced by words such as edutainment. They are also both visual media and, with respect to visual appearance, many game characters reflect mainstream discourse from other media, reproducing and reinforcing gender stereotypes as in many of the so called girls games from the late nineties [5]. In games for (young) adults, female characters are frequently designed as inferior to the male characters and given a stereotypic and even denigrating visual appearance [6]. Furthermore, computer media can go even one step further than TV, video, and magazines in its portraying of the ideal – the perfect face, the perfect body, the perfect behaviour – presenting stereotypic instances that are actually never found in real life, such as biologically contradictory female bodies with voluminous breasts combined with micro-thin waists.

A more constructive approach can, on the other hand, be found in computer game communities where players contribute to the development of games and
characters. These communities seem to engender a remarkable diversity in characters such as new kinds of female heroines, androgynous characters and in-betweens [7].

This points towards the possibility to use virtual pedagogical characters as gender busters to explore new identities and social roles for players of all genders, as well as towards the risk that agents will act as reproducers of stereotypes – not the least regarding visual aspects. A key factor is the considerable degree of freedom offered in the virtual world. The ease to “cut and mix” and thus break down fixed ascriptions of roles and attributes can open up for an acceptance of a range of styles and identities. But more knowledge is required on what effects can be reached and how – and visual aspects deserve increased attention.

The design of virtual characters of today pulls towards realism in all aspects. There is a twofold ground for this: (1) the wish to simulate human beings as closely as possible in order to explain and understand humans; (2) the insight that the interaction between humans is relatively smooth, efficient and stimulating, wherefore the interaction between a human and a virtual character should be designed as close a human as possible in voice, dialogue, and gestures.

Likewise, realism in visual appearance seems an obvious goal. But here is reason to stop to ponder. If we are to interact with characters almost inseparable from a human being, ethical questions about confidence and responsibility for the effects and results of the interaction will arise [8].

A further ethical issue relates to the broader media culture and its promotion of super people with ideal lives, bodies, and looks. Until now we look at and read about them in movies and magazines. What if we also are to interact with such ‘ideal super people’? How will this affect our self image and self esteem in an era already desperately pursuing perfection in appearance?

We argue that realism may not be the goal to strive for. Instead, one should look closer at attributes such as confidence, believability and – as regards visual appearance – iconicity. With visually less realistic, more iconic, characters, several ethical problems may be reduced. At the same time positive effects of confidence and believability can be literally unaffected or even strengthened, as it seems that people easily can form close relations and identify with iconic characters [9,10]. Overall, our conclusion is that research on visual aspects in virtual pedagogical agents should be outlined today, before large scale, commercial developers set the agenda – and not become an object of retroactive studies on established facts.
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